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ABSTRACT 
Optimal numerical approximation of bounded linear functionals by weighted sums in Hilbert 
spaces of functions defined in a domain B c ~E or B c]R m, invariant in rotation or translation 
(e.g. circle, circular annulus, ball, spherical shell, strip of the complex plane) and equipped 
with inner product invariant in rotation or translation are considered. The weights and error 
functional norms for optimal approximate rules based on nodes located angle-equidistant on 
concentric spheres or circles of B, for B invariant in rotation, and on nodes located equispaced 
on in B lying line, for B invariant in translation, are explicitly given in terms of the kernel 
function of the Hilbert space. A number of concrete Hilbert spaces atisfying the required 
conditions are listed. 
Key words and phrases : circulant matrix, Gram matrix, optimal approximate rule, reproducing 
kernel function, inner product invariant in rotation or translation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let H(B) denote the Hi/bert space of functions, 
which are defined in the domain B, with the inner 
product (.,.) and the reproducing kernel function 
K(x,y) [3, pp. 316-327]. For a bounded[ linear 
functional Lu = (u,g) in H(B) let us consider the 
approximation by the weighted sum 
n-1 n-1 
Lu ~ LnU = k__EO akU(Xk) = (u, k~=O ~'kgxk ), 
(1.1) 
with n E lq, the weights a k E ~ (k=0, ..., n-l) and 
the pairwise distinct nodes x k E B (k=0 ..... n-l), 
where 
g(x) = LyK(y,x) 
and 
gxk(x ) = K(X,Xk) (k=O, ..., n-l) 
are the functional representers of the functional L 
and the point functionals 
LxkU = U(Xk) (k=O ..... n-l) 
according to the Riesz representation theorem. For 
fixed nodes x k let us call the formula 
LO u = n-1 
k~o akOu(xk) (1"27 
an optimal approximate rule, ff it minimizes the 
norm of the error functional E n = L - L n in the set 
of all formulas of the type (1.1), i.e. 
,~ n-1 '0 
[IL-L n l[ = [[g-k=E 0 a k gxk[I 
n-1 
= inf II Cg-kEOakgxkll.= 
a 0 ..... an_ 1 E 
It is well known that the solution of the above 
approximation problem exists, is unique and is given 
by the orthogonal projection of the functional re- 
presenter g E H(B) onto the finite dimensional space 
V n = span(gx0 .... , gxn_l ) C H(B). This leads to the 
normal equations for the optimal weights 
G a 0 = b, (1.3) 
where we have set 
a ° = [aO,...,an_O] ' , b =[Lg% ..... Lgx,_il' 
and 
G= G(gx0 ..... gxn_l ) = [(gxk, gXl ); k,l =0 ..... n-l] 
for the Gram matrix of the point functional re- 
presenters. For the norm of the error functional 
0 0 E n = L -L  n we then obtain by the relation 
(gxk,gx 1) = K(x 1 ,x k) : 
(*) A. Paulik, Lehrstiihle fiir Numerische und Angewandte Mathematik, Universit/it GSttingen, 
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l IE: II = [Igll 2-.nE 1 akO al0K(x 1 ,x k), 
k,l=O 
and hence the error estimation formula 
I,u LOu ,u,  
Let us mention here, that the above appraisal itself 
is not optimal; employing the hypercircle inequality 
one obtains the estimation formula of the form 
ILu- L :u  I~< llE:ll(llull2-d) 1/2 
with d/> 0 [6]. Nevertheless, we do not discuss this 
case further and restrict ourselves to the construction 
of the explicit formulas for the optimal weights a 0 
if the nodes x k are appropriately prescribed. Such 
explicit forriiulas are of interest, e.g. when it is 
necessary to choose the number n of the nodes x k 
in such an order of magnitude that difficulties 
arise in carrying out the numerical computations for 
the solution a 0 from the equations (1.3). These are 
not due to a lack of an adequate numerical algo- 
rithm, since G is Hermitian and positive de£mite, but 
rather to an unfortunate location of the points x k 
(the associated Riesz representers being then in fiict 
almost linearly dependent). 
If we know some orthonormal basis {e o ..... en_ 1 } of 
V n and the accompanying transformation matrix 
V = [Vk, 1 ;k,1 =0 ..... n-l], 
n-1 
ek --- I=0E Vk, 1 gxl (k=0 ..... n-l) (1.4) 
we obtain for the orthogonal projection of g onto 
Vn the identity 
n-1 n-1 
k=Z0 % =k 0 (g'ek)ek" (1.5/ 
Substituting (1.4) into (1.5) and comparing the 
coefficients by gxk yields then the formulas for ak 0 : 
n-1 
ak0 = 1,j=~0 v 1 ,j (gxj,g)Vl,k (k = 0 ..... n-l), 
see also [4]. Motivated by the fact that there holds 
V G(gx0,...,gxn_l ) V*= G(e0,..., en_l) = I 
with V* being conjugate transpose of V, we intend 
to find a regular transformation of G into the 
diagonal matrix UIG U 2 = diag(d0,...,dn_l). 
Then we substitute the system (1.3) with an 
equivalent one : 
UIGU2U½1a 0 = U lb  
and obtain the solution 
a ° = u2d i .g (db l  ..... dn.i 1) u 1 b. 
The linear algebra for such transformation i  Hilbert 
space with inner product invariant in rotation or 
translation will be treated in §2. In §3 we.give some 
examples of spaces to which the theory of § 2 
applies. 
2. CIRCULANT MATRICES 
In order to diagonalize the matrix G of the system 
(1.3), we list below some elementary results of the 
matrix linear algebra and hint at their proofs. 
Definition 2.1. 
A n x n matrix A = [ak, I ;k,l =0 ..... n-l] is called 
circulant if there ho lds  
ak, 1 = ak+l, l+ 1 (k,l=0 ..... n-2) 
and 
ak, n_ 1 = ak+l ,  0 (k=0 ..... n-2). 
Lemma 2.1. 
Let A be a circulant n x n matrix and a 0 ..... an. 1 
be the entries of its first row. Then for q=O ..... n-1 
n-1 ei27rqk/n the ~q =k ~= 0 ak is a simple eigenvalue of 
the matrix A and the vector 
Xq = n -1/2 [ei27rq "0/n, ei21rq "l/n, ..., ei2nq(n-1)/n ]'
is the eigenvector associated with the eigenvalue ~q. 
The unitary matrix 
X = n "1/2 [e i2 ~ kl/n; k,1 = 0,..., n- 1 ] (2.1) 
is the modal matrix of the matrix A, i.e. there holds 
AX = X diag(X 0 ..... ~n-1)" 
Proof: 
One can easily show that A Xq = )~q Xq holds. 
Lemma 2.2. 
Let .u~ be the mn x mn matrix of the form 
An_ 1 -
An_2 
-A 0 A 1 
An-1 A 0 • 
./~,-- • 
A 1 A 2 ... 
m 
(2.2) 
An.1 A 0 
m 
where the blocks A k (k=0 ..... n-l) are supposed to 
be circulant m x m matrices, Furthermore, let A k 
be the diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues of the 
matrix A k and X its modal matrix. Then the 
mn x mn matrix 
n-1 Ak ei2~rqk/n; q = 0 ..... n-l) A= dhg(kZ=0 
is the diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues of the 
matrix A and 
v = .-1/2 [Xo ].." [ X._ll ' (2.3) 
with 
Xq = [Xei2~rq "0/n [... [ Xei2~rq(n'l)/n] ', 
the corresponding unitary modal matrix. 
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Proof 
In the proof of the lemma 2.1. we identify A, a k, 
;~k' Xk with _~, A k, A k, X k and understand the 
occurring scalar operations as matrix operations. 
Let us now consider a Hilbert space H(B) of such a 
kind that there exists a bijective mapping F : B -, B 
with the following properties : 
a) there is a natural n with Fn= I and F k 4= I for 
k = 1, ..., n-l; 
b) for each u E H(B) is also Tu ~ H(B) with 
(Tu)(x) : = u(r- lx);  
c) (u,v) = (Tu,Tv) holds for all u,v E H(B). 
Then starting from any point x 0 ~ B we generate 
the nodes of the rule (1.2) in th-e following manner :
x k := Fkx 0 (k-- 1, ..., n-l) (2.4) 
and have 
Theorem 2.1. 
The Gram matrix G(gx0,..., gxn_l ) of the point 
functional representers gxk of the nodes (2.4) is 
circuhnt. For the weights of the optimal approxim- 
ate rule (1.2) the following formula holds : 
a 0 = XD " Ix*b  (2.5) 
with n-1 el2 ~rld/n; k = 0 ..... n-l) 
D = dins( 1E= 0 K(Xl'X0) 
and X defined by (2.1). 
If the Hilbert space H(B) is real, (2.5) reduces to 
a 0 = (X 1 D "1 X' 1 + X 2 D -1 X'2) b 
with n-1 
D = diag(1 x=0 K(Xl'X0)C°S(27rld/n);k=0 .... ,n-l) 
and (2.5') 
X 1 = Re(X), X 2 = Ira(X). • 
Proof 
For each u E H(B) and k=0 ..... n-1 holds the 
identity 
U(Xk+ I) = u(Fx k) = (T-lu)(xk) = (T'lu, gxk) = (u,Tgxk) 
(x n - x0), so that Tgxk = gXk+l holds. Hence, we 
obtain the circularity of the matrix G : 
(gxk, gXl ) -- (Tgxk, Tgxl) = (gXk+l,gXl+l) 
(k, l=0 ..... n-l). 
Applying the lemma 2.1. to the equation (1.3) we 
obtain (2.5). If the I-Iilbert space H(B) is real, so is 
its kernd function K(x,y) and the functional L. 
Hence, the Gram matrix G and the vector b are real, 
which implies that the solution a 0 of (1.3) is real, 
too. Remembering that G is Hermitian and hence D 
real, we obtain from (2.5) 
a 0 = Re(XD "1 X* b) = (X 1 D "1 X' l+ X 2 D "1 X'2) b. 
Because the kernel function is real, the representa- 
tion (2.5') for the matrix D foUows. 
Let us now suppose that there are two bijective 
mappings Fj : B ÷ B (j = 1, 2) which satisfy the 
properties a)-c) with 
F ;  1 = F ;  2 = I, and the property of commutation 
d) FIF2X = F2FlX for all x E B. 
Then starting from some point x0; 0 ~ B we generate 
the nodes 
Xk, 1 :--- F?F21x0, 0 (k=0,...,n1-1)(l=0,...,n2 -1) 
choose the order (2.6) 
x0,0,Xl, 0 ..... xnl_l,0,x0,1 ..... xnl_l,1,.-.,X0,n2_ 1,
.... xnl.l,n2_ 1. (2.7) 
and consider the optimal approximate rule 
n1-1 n2-1 
0 u kE  a 0 (2.8) Lnln2 : 0 1Z=0 k,l U(Xk,1)" 
Theorem 2.2. 
The Gram matrix of the point functional representers 
of the nodes (2.7) has the form (2.2) with 
A k = G(x.o,0;x~o,k ) i (k=0 .... ,n2-1), 
where 
G(Xv, k;Xv,l) = [(gxp,k,g x ,1); p,q = 0,...,n1-1] 
the generalized qmatrix of the represent- means Gram 
n1-1 n1-1 
ers {gx,0,k}~O=0 and (gx~;,1}~o=0. If the nodes 
(2.7) are pairwise distinct, then the optimal 
approximate ruh (2.8) exists and for its weights 
a 0 = [a00,0 ' 0 ]' holds the following • .-, anl.1,n2_l 
formula : 
a 0 = YD -1Y*b (2.9) 
with n2"1 h k ei2~rld/n2,1 = 0 ..... n2-1 ), 
D = dhg( kZ__0 
n1-1 
A k = diag ( g q 0, p --- 0 K(Xp,k'Xp '0)ex2Tfpq/nl' 
.... n1-1) 
b = [Lgx0 ..... Lgxn 2"1 ]'  • ) ,0 1-1,n 
and Y defined by (2.3) setting m = n I and n = n 2. 
If the Hilbert space H(B) is real, (2.9) reduces to 
a0 = (Y1 D-1 Y'I + Y2 D-1 Y'2) b 
with 
Y1 = Re(Y), Y2 = Im(Y) 
and n2_ 1 nl. 1 
D=cliag({ Z Y: K(Xp,k, Xp,0)cos(27rpq/n 1 
k=0 p=0 
+ 2~'kl/n2), q~ 0 ...... n1-1 }, I=0 ..... n2-1 ). 
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~roof 
We partition the Gram matrix G of the point 
functional representers of the nodes (2.7) into n2 2 
blocks of n I x n I matrices Ak, I , with 
Ak, 1 = G(x k;X ,1). Then, with the identity 
x0, k - xnl,k (k= 0 .....  n2-1 )
there holds 
(gxp,k'gxq,1) = (gxp + 1,k'gxq+ 1,1 ) (p'q = 0 ..... nl-1 ), 
and hence the matrices Ak, 1 are circulant. Further- 
more, with the identity 
Xk, 0 _= Xk,n2 (k = 0 .....  nl)  
there holds 
G(X~,k;X,,1) 
= [(gxp,k, gxq,1 ) = (gxp,k+. 1,gxq, l+l  ); 
p,q= 0 ..... n2-1 ] = G(X~,k+l,Xv,l+l), 
so that with A k := A0, k (k=0 ..... n2-1 ) for G the 
representation (2.2) holds. The rest of the proof 
follows now with the aid of lemma 2.2. analogously 
to the proof of theorem 2.1. 
3. Examples 
For r >0, r 2 >r I >0, a :=  (rlr2)l/2, b := (r2/rl)1/2, 
m E ~, m t> 3 let us now consider the following 
regions :
K r :=  {zEC ] Izl <r} ,  (3.1) 
B :={x=(x  1 ..... Xm) E~m ] Ix12:= r 
m 12 r2 x l xi < }, (3.2) 
i=1 
the circle of the complex phne or the ball of ~m 
with the radius r and the centre O, 
Krl,r 2 : = Kr2\ Krl , (3.3) 
Brl,r 2 : = Br2\ Brl , (3.4) 
the ring of the complex "plane or the spherical shell 
of F, m with radii rl,r 2 and the centre O, and 
s r :_- {zE¢ I IXm(z) I <r }, (3.5)  
the strip of the complex plane ~, with the axis 
Im(z) = 0 and the width 2r. Furthermore, let us 
denote with A (B) or H(B) the set of functions 
analytic in B C C or harmonic in B C Ig m, respectiv- 
ely, and with Hj (j = 1 ..... 10) the following function 
sets : 
Hi= {u e A(Kr) I ~ma+r - I]ullj, p <°° } (j=1,2), 
• <Col, Hj= {ue A(Krl,r2) I ~rn+b. Ilullj,13 
( j=3,4),  (3.6) 
Hj ={u E A(Sr)I 2~r-periodic, 0~nr_ Ilullj, 0 <00 } 
( j=  5,6), 
Hj = (u E ~(Br) n _,, u,i j, p < } (j = 7,8), 
H. = {u E j  E" (Brl 'r2 ) I~rnb_ llullj, p < ~ } (j = 9,10), 
where we have set for brevity 




(u,v) 2,13 : = 
(u,v)3,13 : = 
(u'v)4,13 : = 
1 +~ 
f u(z)vCzid~dG 0 <P <r, 
K o 
+iG 
S uC~)vC~)Id~l, o <13<r, 
3,Ko 
$ • u(z)v(z)d ~d~, 1 < p <b, 
Ka/p,a13 
1 f u(z)v(z)ldzl 
a/p ~Ka/13 
s u(z).)la l, 1 <p<b,  
3Ka13 
21T 13 
(u,v)5, p := f fu(z)vCz)d~d~, 0<13<r, 
0 -P  
(u,v)6,p:= f (uC~+i13)v(~-~io) 
0 
+ u( ~- ip)v( ~- ip) } d ~, 0 <p< r, 
(u'v)7, P : = f uCx)v(x)dx, 0 < P < r, Bp 
(u,v)8,p:= f u(x)v(x)ds, 0<p<r, 
BB 0 
(u,v)9,p :=  f u(x)v(x)dx, 0 <p<b, 
Ba/0,a 0 
1 f u(x)v(x)ds (u,v)10,p : -  a/0 8Ba/p 
1 f u(x)v(x)ds, 0<p<b. 
+ a--b- B aP 
Thereby is the normal vector of the sphere ~ B s 
pointing out of B s and the orientation of the circle 
8 K s is taken to be anti-clockwise. 
The space Hj, ff equipped with the inner product 
(u,v)j :-- ~imfcb_)(u,v)j,o 
is a Hilbert space (cf. [7] for j  =1 ..... 4, [5] for 
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j = 5,6, [9] for j = 7 ..... 10), with the kernel function 
Kl(Z,W ) - r2 K2(z,w ) _ r , 
~(r2 z~)2 ' 2n(r2_z~) 
K3(z,w ) = 1 
27rz~ In (r2/r 1) 
+ lj~_oo(j+l)zJw-~/(r2j+ 2_r?j+ 2) 
j:/:-I 
K4(z'w} = 2~ j~-oo zJw-J/(r?J+r?J)' 
__  1 co m e i rn (z -~)  
K5(z,w )= 1 +- -  X 
47rr 2nm=-oo sin h (2mr) 
m=# 1 
K6(z,w) = 1" ~ e im(z-~) 
4~ m=-oo  cosh(2mr) ' 
m K7(x,y) = 2 Ix [ 3 K8(x,y) + T K8(x,y), 
r 
1-m 1-:41" 121y 12 
K8(x,y) = tom I r 
(a-2r-2(=,y)+Hl=12 lyl } m/2, 
where to m = 2nm/2/l"(m/2) denotes the area of the 
surface 3B 1 C IR m. For the Hilbert spaces H 9, H10 
we give only the complete orthogonal systems : 
{c(k),~ n(k); k= 1, ..., kn,m}n= 0, with 
~_n(k) := cn(k)- llcn(k)llj 2(cn(k),c_n(k))i I c_n (k), 
II ~_n(k)ll? = llcn(k)ll:IIc_n(k)ll?(c(k),c_n(k)>j2-11cn(k)ll? 
(j =9,1o), 
Ilcn(k>ll2 = (r?n+m-r?n+m)/(2n+m), 
I(rf(2n+m-4)_ r~(2n+ m-4))/(2n+m_4), 
ilc_n(k)l192 =~ i if 2n+m-4=/: O, 
tln(r2/rl ), if 2n+m-4=O, 
c(k) c (k>> (r?-r?>/2, n , -n 9 = 
]lcn(k)Hl02 = r?n  +m-2 +r?n +m-2, 
IIc_n(k)lll 2 = r~(2n+m-2)+ r~(2n+m-2), 
(c~k),c_nCk)) = 2, n~ rqU {0},  
where cn(k) , c n(k) stand for the spherical harmonics 
cn(k) : = 0nYn,m (k) ((9), C n (k) :=  p2"-n-mYn,m(k)(e), 
cL[8]. Since the domain (3.1-4) are invariant in 
rotation and the domain (3.5) invariant in translation, 
we have 
Theorem 3.1. 
Let nE l'q, n > 1 and F be the rotation of K r, Krl,r 2 
or B r, Brl,r 2 by the angle qb = 27T/n (in B r, Brl,r 2 
around any axis), or be the translation of S r by 
the length 1 = 2n/n. Then F satisfies in each of the 
Hilbert spaces Hj (j = 1 ..... 10) the properties a)-c) 
and the theorem 2.1. applies. 
~oof 
Since the property a) obviously holds, we have to 
verify b), c). For brevity we do that only for the 
Hilbert space H 7. Here the rotation F is given by the 
multiplication of x E B with an orthogonal m x m 
matrix A (AA'= I), forrwhich the following holds : 
A n= I and A k =~ I (k=l  ..... n-l). Clearly u(A'x) 
remains harmonic if u(x) is harmonic in B r and hence 
Tu E H(Br) for each u E H(Br). The properties b), c) 
follow now as the conclusion of the substitution rule 
f u(A-lx)v(A-lx)dx = f u(y)v(y) 3(X) Idy 
Bp Bp 3(y) 
= : u(y)v(y)dy, 
Bp 
because of 3(x)l=ldetCA ) i= 1. ~(y) 
Theorem 3.2. 
For j = 1,2 let nj E lXl, nj > 1 and Aj be the com- 
muting orthogonal matrices of such a kind that 
n 
Aj J= I and =/= I (k= 1 ..... nj-1). Then 5 ( j= 1,2) 
defined by 
Fjx = ~x,  x E B r 
satisfy in each of the Hilbert spaces 1-17 ..... 1.110 the 
properties a)-d), and the theorem 2.2. applies. 
Vro4 
Properties a)- c) follow as by proof of theorem 3.1. 
Property d) is the conclusion of the commutation 
AIA 2 = A2A 1. 
Remark 
In general, any two given rotations donot commute, 
as one can easily see in IR 3. The following are the 
examples of nontrivial commuting matrices : 
~3 : n I E Iq n 2 = 2 
I!'i] [i I 
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IR 4 : n 1EPq  n 2~ERq [a aO ] [100 
A1 b -  0 010  
= 001  A2= 0 0 c 
0 0 0 0 0 d 
with a = cos (2~/nl), b = sin(2~r/nl), c = cos(2~r/n2), 
d = sin(2n/n2). 
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